Air and Sea
Historic Duxford
American Air Museum
Land Warfare

What to see...

AirSpace
Flying Aircraft
Historic Duxford
Air and Sea
Battle of Britain
Conservation in Action
American Air Museum
Land Warfare
Exhibition entrances

Where to find...
Airborne Assault
Airfield
Cafe
Restaurant
Classic Wings
Pleasure Flights
School Lunch-Room
Learning Room
Concorde
(Restricted Opening Times)
Playground
Prefab Bungalow
Royal Anglian Regiment Museum and Memorial
Shop
Simulator
Tank Area
Toilets
Visitor Bus Stop
Visit Planning Point

Explore IWM Duxford

Interactive gallery and many famous aircraft, including a Lancaster and Concorde. Find out about British airborne forces in Airborne Assault.

Here our partners restore, maintain and prepare for flight, privately-owned historic aircraft.

The History of RAF Duxford and the lives of those people who lived and worked here.

See some of the museum’s collection of boats and maritime aircraft alongside privately-owned airworthy historic aircraft.

The story of the Battle of Britain and Britain’s wider air defence from the First World War to the Cold War.

See our staff and volunteers preserving IWM’s internationally important aircraft and large object collections.

Discover personal stories from the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force, Allied pilots and Fighter Command based at Duxford in 1940.

Follow the story of Anglo-American co-operation from the First World War to the present day.

Discover how war on the ground changed during the twentieth century and explore the Royal Anglian Regiment Museum.